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ABSTRACT
Traffic classification is a core problem underlying efficient imple-
mentation of network services. In this work we draw from our
experience in classifier design for commercial systems to address
this problem in SDN and OpenFlow. We identify methods from
other fields of computer science and show research directions that
can be applied for efficient design of packet classifiers. Proposed
abstractions and design patterns can significantly reduce require-
ments on network elements and enable deployment of functionality
that would be infeasible in a traditional way.

1. INTRODUCTION
Software-defined networking (SDN) abstracts network infrastruc-

tures and services on top of them. OpenFlow [6] enables this through
hierarchical tuple matching with set actions. Protocols that can be
expressed in this way can be programmed on network elements run-
ning OpenFlow. Ternary-content-addressable memory (TCAM) is
a class of fast memory for matching packet headers against rules in
tuple form. TCAM access has performance guarantees, so TCAM
has become the de-facto standard for packet classification in in-
dustry [5]. We consider ways to optimize classifier matching for
SDN and OpenFlow to implement desired functionality on limited
hardware. To further simplify the network abstraction, we explic-
itly separate data from programs to be applied to them. The data,
which we call a packet flow, can be identified by a traffic aggrega-
tion level and path through the network topology. The program is
the Service-Level-Agreement (SLA) policy to be applied to packet
flows. Both of these abstractions can be programmed in OpenFlow,
but they have distinct behavior and may require different invari-
ants. Separating them at the model level provides more flexibility
to manage the infrastructure: classifiers of packet flows may change
frequently and may benefit from “order-independent” matching,
while SLA policies can be reused and may match the same traf-
fic with “order-dependent” representations. Second, this separation
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promotes better reuse of underlying infrastructure. Since there are
usually much fewer distinct SLAs than packet flows, one can share
resources among flows to further reduce resource requirements. In
addition, “virtual pipelines” can now distribute the processing to
apply SLAs over the path of a packet flow to better utilize network
processing capabilities.

2. CLASSIFIERS: ORDER-DEPENDENT VS.
ORDER-INDEPENDENT

Optimization techniques that minimize space required for clas-
sifiers are usually presented as algorithms developed specifically
for this problem [4]. We do not develop new algorithms from
scratch but rather suggest to reduce classifier optimization to well-
known problems in minimizing Boolean expressions. We consider
the problem of optimizing a single classifier: reduce a list or — in
the order-independent case — a set of rules R so that the number
of rules is minimized while preserving semantics.

2.1 Optimizing Order-Independent Classifiers
We represent rules and sets of rules as discrete-valued functions.

For the purpose of this exposition, we concatenate all fields and
treat rules as TCAM strings in the Value–Mask–Action format.
We begin with the case of Order-Independent Minimization and
decide whether a certain action should be applied to this packet,
i.e., construct a representation for a Boolean function. A filter
s = s1s2 . . . sM , sj ∈ {0, 1, ∗}, corresponds to a conjunction
fs(x1, . . . , xM ) =

∧
si=1 xi∧

∧
si=0 x̄i; an order-independent set

of rulesR = {R1, . . . , RN} corresponds to a formula of depth 2 in
DNF of size equal to the sum of filter lengths. Optimization is thus
reduced to the MinDNF problem: find a minimal size DNF repre-
sentation for a given Boolean function f . MinDNF has been ex-
tensively studied; it is ΣP

2 -complete with some inapproximability
results [3,7]; efficient heuristics for MinDNF include classical Kar-
naugh maps and an approach based on the Set Cover problem [1].

2.2 Optimizing Order-Dependent Classifiers
We use a heuristic approach to TCAM Minimization: reduce

each set of rules that produce the same action separately; in what
follows, we denote this port by 1 and all other ports by 0. The dif-
ference from the previous case is that we need to encode the fact
that a rule applies and none of the previous rules that produce some
other action apply. Since we reuse the same zero-producing rules
many times, the most natural representation is a Boolean circuit;
every ordered set of rules corresponds to a circuit of depth 3 with
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OR–AND–OR alternation, i.e., an AC0
3 circuit. Moreover, TCAM

rules reduce to a special case of AC0
3 : all ∧-gates corresponding to

rules below a certain rule with action 0 have to be connected to the
corresponding level-1 ∨-gate. Thus, we arrive at the Ordered Min-
AC0

3 problem: given a Boolean function f , find its minimal size
ordered AC0

3 circuit, i.e., a circuit such that there exists a linear
ordering ≺ on level-1 ∨-gates such that if a level-2 ∧-gate is con-
nected to a ∨-gate g, it is also connected to all ∨-gates g′ such that
g′ ≺ g. The Min-AC0

d problem has been studied in [1]. It is ob-
viously even harder than MinDNF. We are not aware of any results
about Ordered Min-AC0

3 specifically, and for practical algorithms
we recommend a generalization of heuristic rules for MinDNF dis-
cussed in the previous section. In the order-dependent case there
is no easy reduction from multiple actions to two actions: rules
with different actions may interleave. We can only reduce the gen-
eral TCAM Minimization problem to optimizing an ordered AC0

3

circuit with multiple actions. In relation to the optimization of
order-dependent classifiers, we pose two important open problems:
(1) find new heuristics for the Ordered Min-AC0

3 problem (it may
be easier than the general Min-AC0

3 ); (2) find new heuristics for
the Ordered Min-AC0

3 problem with multiple actions.

3. DATA AND PROGRAM OPTIMIZATION
In this part we consider directions/design patterns to optimize

data and programs.

3.1 Data Optimization
Packet flows have a different nature than SLA policies; they are

added and deleted frequently. For a special case when packet flow
is identified by Destination IP, classifiers match with the longest
prefix. In a TCAM, order-dependent representation is most likely
chosen for simplicity of management, but longest prefix match does
not generalize easily to the case when a packet flow is represented
by a tuple. Therefore, there is no clear well-defined priority for
order-dependent classifiers, although some priority can be used to
avoid false positive matches when two filters with different out-
put port actions match the same traffic. Thus, we can significantly
simplify management by preserving order-independency during al-
location (if feasible); note that it is different from translation of
order-dependent to order-independent classifiers.

3.2 Program Optimization
An SLA can be viewed as an ordered set of services and/or pro-

tocol descriptions. Multiple rules may match the same traffic, and
various services may occur in multiple SLAs in different orders, so
order-dependent classifiers are better suited for representing SLAs.
The most promising direction to optimize required TCAM space
is to share instances of SLAs among different packet flows when
those flows have the same SLA. If an SLA policy consists of a sin-
gle ACL then its classifier can be “sharable” among all packet flows
with the same policy. An action is sharable when it is not packet
flow specific; e.g., “set TOS”, “PERMIT”, “DENY” are sharable
actions, but “POLICE” is unsharable since it has a specific packet
flow state. We cannot assume that all actions are sharable; the prob-
lem is to reduce TCAM space in case when some or all of the ac-
tions are unsharable. This technique can reduce required TCAM
space proportionally to the number of flows with the same SLA.

As SLA complexity increases, the number of required process-
ing cycles increases as well, so faster network processors or longer
pipelines are necessary to maintain desired line-rate, increasing the
costs. An SDN controller can split processing along the path of a
packet flow using its knowledge of the network; this split may be
either static or dynamic.

As for static splitting, the first major approach is to split a clas-
sifier into semantically equivalent policies that can be accessed
in parallel; this is done, e.g., in the Palette infrastructure [8]. A
more natural way to split a hierarchical policy representation is
to distribute its hierarchical levels across several linked network
elements. An interesting space optimization problem was intro-
duced in [2]: given a hierarchical policy P with depth d > 1,
convert P to an equivalent policy P ′ with depth at most l, l < d,
that minimizes the required TCAM space. The motivation behind
this is to reduce required TCAM space allowing packet classifica-
tion in line-rate without incurring a possibly huge memory blowup
that may happen if P is flattened to a single level. This lends it-
self well to splitting SLAs across network elements. In SDN en-
vironments, the value of l can be related to the path length of a
packet flow. Classifiers can be categorized into “well-structured”
and “non-well-structured” [2]; flattening a policy loses information
about classifier structure. Algorithms for “well-structured” classi-
fiers reuse the size characteristic and do not deal with intersections
of rules, so all algorithms that begin with an already flattened clas-
sifier and find an optimal depth policy should be more complex.

We can encapsulate a “program counter” in a packet to indicate
where a subsequent network element should dynamically start pro-
cessing. If such a program counter is implemented, we need to
find out whether it can be part of OpenFlow or another abstraction.
For a single packet flow, static and dynamic methods introduce a
clear tradeoff between utilization of underlying infrastracture and
management simplicity. Efficient static splitting is even more chal-
lenging for multiple flows. More research is required to identify
the use-cases for each virtual pipeline implementation.

4. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have presented research directions that can sig-

nificantly reduce TCAM and control plane requirements via classi-
fier sharing and reuse of existing infrastructure elements. We show
how to generalize a virtual pipeline architecture to distribute work-
load. With these ideas, OpenFlow can be extended to distribute pro-
cessing. We also introduce new abstractions that simplify network
components management and show how to reduce these problems
to apply existing research in other fields of computer science.
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